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How much energy do we need to heat our house?

That depends on the answer to three questions: 

1. How warm do we want it to be inside the house?

2. How well does the house keep the heat in?

3. How efficient is our heating system?

How efficient is our heating system?

Before we even turn on our heating system, we will 

notice that our house is already being heated by the 

sunshine and by ourselves and our household 

appliances.  We cannot use these heat gains in 

summer but in a year we do use about half or some 

13,000 kWh. 

We have two main heating systems : one for heating 

water and one for heating the house. The one that 

heats the house is an Air Source Heat Pump and for 

every unit of energy it uses it produces between 3 

and 4 times the amount of heat.  The Heat Pump 

feeds our underfloor heating pipes and has a 

programmable controller which turns it on and off 

according to the temperature inside our house.

How warm do we want it to be inside our house?

Most people are comfortable at 21oC in living areas – but of course if 

you wear more pullovers you might be happy with 18oC or less.

We shall need to raise the temperature above the outside 

temperature and because outside it is colder in winter we shall need 

to raise the temperature more in winter than in summer.
How well does our house keep the heat in?

We know that when we open a door or a window some heat escapes from a house 

but did we know that heat is also escaping (but not so quickly) through the walls, the 

roof and the floor?  We can slow down the leaks by using insulation, using double 

glazing and by building an airtight house.

Our house leaks heat at about a quarter of the rate of most houses. It will leak more 

when the temperature outside is colder.  We lose nearly 25,000kWh/year
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